What are the Project Steps?
In addition to forming a steering committee made up of local residents, village
officials, and business owners, the project will be focused on identifying actions
that the Village can accomplish in the
short and long-term to revitalize. The
project is action-oriented and relies on
public input. It will include interviews, a
survey, and public workshops to build
consensus, and to identify and prioritize
actions Schoharie feels are needed.

After the priority actions are identified,
the steering committee will then work
with economic, planning, land use, marketing, design, or engineering professionals to provide action details, concept
maps, cost estimates, designs, or other
materials needed to help implement that
action.

The result and benefits to Schoharie will include:


Identification of projects suitable for additional
State funding;



Short-term actions that are ready to be implemented;



Long-term actions that are needed that the Village can work on to implement over time;



Materials helpful to residents and businesses;



Coordination between the different stakeholders
and organizations already working on revitalization in the Village.

The Long Term Community Recovery Program will
build on past plans and studies, coordinated with
SALT, Schoharie Recovery, Inc., Schoharie Promotional Association, and other groups involved in the
economic health of the Village of Schoharie. This
project is NOT designed to ‘reinvent the wheel’, but to
build on past and current work.
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What is Long Term
Community Recovery?
Long Term Community Recovery
(LTCR) is a process where communities organize and take action to address the significant long-term implications of a major disaster on all of
their residents. It is a forwardlooking effort to address disaster
recovery. It helps a community
move beyond repair of damaged elements of a community, toward improvement upon the pre-disaster
conditions. The LTCR process aids
communities in reinventing themselves as healthier, more sustainable
and disaster resilient.
LTCR relies on a sound planning
process that builds community capacity and leadership. It involves all
members of the community to make
these challenging decisions in the
post-disaster period. The planning
process can address all sectors of a
community, from housing, economics, infrastructure, social/health services, community services, natural
and cultural resources, and governmental, non-governmental, and private sectors.

The LTCR planning process is different
than traditional community, urban, economic development or comprehensive
planning. It takes place in a fast-paced
environment, must be very inclusive,
builds community capacity and momentum, and is action oriented to aid in
launching an organized, planned and
holistic recovery.

What is the Long Term
Community Recovery Grant
Program in Schoharie?

The Village has contracted with a
local planning consultant to help
coordinate the process and identify
and provide details on how Schoharie can put ideas to work.
The Village has already worked with
FEMA to identify a blueprint for
moving forward with economic development. This long-term community recovery planning will help focus our efforts by establishing a vision for how they will rebuild, identify specific actions we can take to
move forward, and identify sources
of funding to make those ideas real.

The Village of Schoharie applied for and
received a LTCR grant from the New
York State Department of State. It will
augment and coordinate with current
efforts underway in the Village to help
Schoharie rebuild. It will help develop
strategies for long-term recovery, especially those related to economic recovery.
The LTCR will not re-do or re-place existing efforts or plans. Rather, it will
help pinpoint strategies needed for long
-term recovery, especially those related
to economic revitalization. The project
will result in actions ready to implement.

The resultant long-term recovery
strategy will ensure rebuilding that
strengthens our community vitality,
and maximizes use of available
funds.

